Ongoing

1. Harvesting ETD - Several hundred loaded. Any questions/concerns about records?
   a. Linde and Cataloging desiderata for theses and dissertations in Vital

2. Adam Matthew Digital Collections - Linde, Caitlin, and Rachel discussing priorities. Linde individually cataloging
   or updating records, sometimes after bulk loads.

3. Inventory Project - CM has completed the Easy Reader section and is moving forward.
   a. 2 new item record “item status” codes created: ‘x’ – CM REVIEW and ‘u’ - SEC INVENTORIED; NOT FOUND

4. BNA MARC records for Law – will be loaded with 590 moved to 595.

5. Gift processing - tabled until CM returns it to the agenda.

New

6. Early English Books microform – Reels after 2468 no on shelf
   a. I’ll insert a link to request the item via interlibrary loan if not available on the shelf

7. Update vendor/platform-specific 856s in periodical records with a link to the Serials Solutions resource page.
   a. I’d like to start with those serials that already have an 856, but that are not mcg (gov publications),
      LeMoyne Owen, or JSCC only.
   b. University of Memphis Authorized Users - Click to Check Availability.

8. On-search / Missing / Not inventoried books procedures –
   a. Instead of marking these on-search and then missing, items not inventoried within inventoried sections
      will have the item status ‘u’ - SEC INVENTORIED; NOT FOUND

9. Serials check-in cards being deleted?
   a. To be investigated....